
Chinese	and	Western	Combinations	
Virgo	(Rooster)	Month		

Combination	with	Rooster	Year:				

 

"Study" Mercury, Earth, Mutable    
 
"Conquerer" Yang-Negative Metal 
 
Characteristics: Service, Conservatism, Humor, 
Chic, Crankiness, Negativism, Decorum, 
Resilience,  Reserve, Enthusiasm,  Courtesy,  
Practicality, Snobbery, Candor, Bossiness, 
Meticulousness, Nit-Picking, Dissipation, 
Boastfulness, Discrimination, Lucidity, Cockiness, 
Blind Faith, Pedantry 
 

 

 
This combination is acutely aware of their position in society and their resolve will 
push them to attain class; very high class. They compulsively strive for the finer things 
in life so they can be displayed as a show of membership in the upper crust. The 
Virgo-Rooster is one of the most determined combinations on the planet. Virtually 
nothing can stop them on their march to triumph. Resolve is this combination’s middle 
name and money is at the top of their priorities. This is especially true if they grew up 
in a needy family. That motivation carries over to them craving social standing. They 
have a knack for minutiae and are excellent in discovering what the actual facts in a 
given case are. This is not only helpful for them but is useful in a broader context. The 
source of this area of their character is their intelligence. . They are sly. Coupled with 
this is discretion. They, along with members of their group, have the ability and 
wherewithal to pull off major deceptions.  They are the type of person who knows 
useless and unusual facts. They are able to solve obscure mathematical puzzles. 
Finally, lurking in the background of the Virgo-Rooster, under the surface, is a native 
craftiness 
 
Romance: Love is defined the way they mean it and that dictates that their partners 
have a high regard for them. While they do not enjoy inflicting pain on the person they 
love, they will push harder than most to get their way and that, at the very least, can 
be uncomfortable.  Love and romance are not easy for Virgo-Roosters. While it is true 
that they desire to be seen as having status, their intelligence keeps them from being 
overbearing in ordinary daily situations. They do want to be liked, after all. Romance, 
however, is another matter. For starters, they are controllers and want things done 
their way.  
 
Relationships: Out of bounds for this combination are Gemini, Sagittarius or Pisces-
Rabbits as well as Sagittarius-Roosters. To be totally avoided is the Pisces-Dog.  The 
best choices are the Taurus, Cancer, Scorpio or even Capricorn-Snakes. Among 



these, Snakes are the best. Also great picks in the area of romance are the Taurus or 
Capricorn-Buffalo as well as the Capricorn-Dragon.  
 
Family Life: The décor represents a repository of artifacts or a peculiar second hard 
shop. Clearly it is difficult to have children roaming around among huge antique vases 
and exotic Thai musical instruments. This is a home of a singular person. An old cat or 
a medium sized well-behaved dog might be around, but there will be few if any jungle 
animals masquerading as children. The home of the Virgo-Rooster’s is what might be 
expected from an absent-minded professor of classics. It is messy but not dirty. Books 
are the first thing that will be noticed and they are all over the house. Many of them 
are open or face down marking a page.  
 
Likelihood: This combination is probably suited best for a closet archeologists or 
curators of museums. Professions like that provide both money and great personal 
satisfaction; and, of course, status. When speaking of the opera, the Virgo-Rooster 
immediately comes to mind. They do not want drama in their lives, but they love 
drama on the stage. Run of the mill jobs will not pay for the home on or in the canyon 
where nature is visible but a lovely curvy road leads to the big city in fifteen minutes. 
 
Famous Virgo/Roosters: Cardinal Richelieu, D. H. Lawrence, Elia Kazan, Ben 
Bradlee. 


